Pullout Cabinet

CAB20 / FDCAB20 with Flip-Door

A '20 Series' Cabinet
Stereo, AV, Computer, Home Theater, Liquor, Storage or
Display Cabinet - Our most popular pullout cabinet does it all!
FDCAB20 with a flip-door or CAB20 without a door are as versatile as
your imagination. FDCAB20 is ideal to keep sensitive stereo, AV or
computer equipment dust-free and out of sight. For extra security and
peace of mind, an optional key lock is available.
These cabinets are equipped with a series of slots that accept our
optional pullout and stationary shelves as well as mini drawers. Place
shelves, keyboard stations or mini drawers right where you need them.
The rear wiring holes are fitted with plastic bushings or solid caps.

Sized like our three drawer cabinet (MC3D20), the CAB20 is the perfect cabinet to add to any configuration. Speaking of
drawers, this cabinet will hold up to six mini drawers. It is also available in a narrow 23.5” width as FC20X24.
SPECIFICATIONS
Weight: 39 lb (54 lb as FDCAB20)
Cabinet Dim.: 37.75" W x 20.5" H x 20" D
CAB20 Inside : 35.75" W x 18.5" H x 19" D
FDCAB20 Inside : 35.75" W x 17.5" H x 19" D
Construction: 18 & 22 ga cold rolled steel
Finish: Baked on powder coat in 18 colors
Lock: Available as an option for FDCAB20

Sliders and brackets snap into slots on cabinets. You choose where.

FEATURES
- Room for lots of standard components or oversized items
- Series of slots accepts shelves and mini drawers
- Large wiring holes fitted with plastic bushings or caps
- Can hold 6 mini-drawers, great for displaying collections
- Steel is recyclable so it will never end up in a landfill

Shelves and mini drawers snap onto the brackets or sliders.

- Adjustable feet levelers provide stability and lift the cabinet off
the floor. The levelers rest in dimples topside when stacking
- Includes hardware for connecting cabinets when stacking
- Position shelves or drawers exactly where you want them
- Available with key lock for added safety and security.

MATCHING CABINETS
FD / CABD20 shares the
dimension of the cabinets
here. Useful when designing
configurations that line up.
MC3D20

COM2D20

CH2D20

MC2D20

OPTIONS: WHEELS / CADDY / LEGS / TOPS / PULLOUT SHELF / STATIONARY SHELF / MINI DRAWER
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